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1. THE CONCEPT OF PERMACULTURE.

1.1. THE DEFINITION.

Permaculture is a combination of permanent agriculture and permanent culture. It is an

innovative framework for creating sustainable ways of living and a practical method of 

developing ecologically harmonious, efficient, and productive systems that can be used by 

anyone, anywhere. The essence of permaculture is the design of an ecologically sound way of 

living - in our households, gardens, communities, and businesses. It is created by cooperating 

with nature and caring for the earth and its people.1 

In the late 1960s, Bill Mollison, senior lecturer in Environmental Psychology at University 

of Tasmania, and David Holmgren, graduate student at the then Tasmanian College of 

Advanced Education started developing ideas about stable agricultural systems on the 

southern Australian island of Tasmania. In their view, industrialized methods were highly 

dependent on non-renewable resources, and were additionally poisoning land and water, 

reducing biodiversity, and removing billions of tons of topsoil from previously fertile 

landscapes.  

Video 1. Interview with Bill Mollison. Source: YouTube, ecofilm.

1 Permaculture Research Institute; What is Permaculture? “https://www.permaculturenews.org/what-is-
permaculture/.” Accessed June 24, 2021.  

https://www.permaculturenews.org/what-is-permaculture/
https://www.permaculturenews.org/what-is-permaculture/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/6RD1GW-vOHg?feature=oembed
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Permaculture offers a ray of hope – a way forward. It offers everyone the chance to be 

part of the transition to a more eco-friendly, ethical and sustainable future. It integrates land, 

resources, people and the environment through mutually beneficial synergies – imitating the 

no waste, closed loop systems seen in diverse natural systems. Permaculture studies and 

applies holistic solutions that are applicable in rural and urban contexts at any scale. It is a 

multidisciplinary toolbox including agriculture, water harvesting and hydrology, energy, 

natural building, forestry, waste management, animal systems, aquaculture, appropriate 

technology, economics and community development.2 

The philosophy behind permaculture is one of working with, rather than against, nature; 

of protracted and thoughtful observation rather than protracted and thoughtless action; of 

looking at systems in all their functions, rather than asking only one yield of them; and 

allowing systems to demonstrate their own evolutions.3 

Video 2. What is Permaculture? (And Why Should I Care?). Source: YouTube, Our Changing Climate. 

2 Permaculture Research Institute; What is Permaculture? “https://www.permaculturenews.org/what-is-
permaculture/.” Accessed June 24, 2021. 
3 Ibidem. 

https://www.permaculturenews.org/what-is-permaculture/
https://www.permaculturenews.org/what-is-permaculture/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/QXTXNSWOAqQ?feature=oembed
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By adopting the ethics and applying these principles in our daily life we can make the 

transition from being dependent consumers to becoming responsible producers. This journey 

builds skills and resilience at home and in our local communities that will help us prepare for 

an uncertain future with less available energy.4 The techniques and strategies used to apply 

these principles vary widely depending on the location, climatic conditions and resources that 

are available. The methods may differ, but the foundations to this wholistic approach remain 

constant. By learning these principles, you can acquire valuable thinking tools that help you 

become more resilient in an era of change.5 

1.2. THE 3 ETHICS OF PERMACULTURE. 

Figure 1. 3 ethics of permaculture: Source: Facebook, P3 Permaculture. 

Earth care - Rebuild natural capital. The icon of the young plant represents organic 

growth, a key ingredient in sustaining life on Earth.6 Earth Care can be taken to mean caring 

for the living soil. The state of the soil is often the best measure for the health and well-being 

of society. There are many different techniques for looking after soil, but the easiest method 

to tell if soil is healthy is to see how much life exists there. By reducing our consumption of 

‘stuff’, we reduce our impact on the environment, which is the best way to care for all living 

things.7  

4 Permacultureprinciples.com; “https://permacultureprinciples.com/.” Accessed June 24, 2021. 
5 Ibidem.  
6 Permacultureprinciples.com; Earth Care “https://permacultureprinciples.com/ethics/earth-care/.” Accessed 
June 24, 2021.  
7 Ibidem. 

https://permacultureprinciples.com/
https://permacultureprinciples.com/ethics/earth-care/
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People care - look after self, family, and community. If people's needs are met in 

compassionate and simple ways, the environment surrounding them will prosper. The icon of 

the two people together, represents the need for companionship and collaborative efforts to 

affect change. People Care begins with us and expands to include our families, neighbors, and 

wider communities.8 The challenge is to grow through self-reliance and personal 

responsibility. Self-reliance becomes more feasible when we focus on non-material well-

being, taking care of ourselves and others without producing or consuming unnecessary 

material resources. The permaculture approach is to focus on the positives, the opportunities 

that exist rather than the obstacles, even in the most desperate situations.9 

Fair share - set limits and redistribute surplus. The icon of the pie and a slice of it 

represents the taking of what we need and sharing what we do not whilst recognising that 

there are limits to how much we can give and how much we can take. There are many ways 

that we benefit from giving a fair share of the bounty to others in our community. The growth 

in human consumption and the accelerating extinction of species make clear the impossibility 

of continuous growth. Sometimes we need to make tough decisions and consider what 

enough is. We need to focus on what is appropriate for us to do, rather than what others 

should do. By finding the right balance in our own lives we provide positive examples for 

others, so that they can find their own balance.10 

8 Permacultureprinciples.com; People Care “https://permacultureprinciples.com/ethics/people-care/.” 
Accessed June 24, 2021. 
9 Ibidem. 
10 Permacultureprinciples.com; Fair Share “https://permacultureprinciples.com/ethics/fair-share/.” Accessed 
June 24, 2021. 

https://permacultureprinciples.com/ethics/people-care/
https://permacultureprinciples.com/ethics/fair-share/
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1.3. THE 12 PRINCIPLES OF PERMACULTURE. 

1.4. THE MAIN PRODUCTS OF PERMACULTURE. 

If you have boxes (raised beds), then - instead of filling them to the brim with soil - plan 

them permaculturally.11 You will get a bountiful harvest and save time not only this season, 

but next season as well. Lettuce and spinach do not need a deep layer of soil because their 

roots are quite shallow. However, if you are thinking of root vegetables or large tomato and 

pepper varieties, then the soil layer should be deeper so that the plants can root well. 

Tomatoes, peppers and aubergines should be grown from seedlings. Dill or lettuces (e.g. 

rocket) can be sown, as can basil - it will grow smaller but just as aromatic. Leeks, celery, 

brassicas and cucumbers: grow from seedlings, and peas straight into the ground. 

Strawberries are also great because they overwinter outside, so they are almost self-

sustaining in spring.12 

11 Inspekty.pl; Permakultura w praktyce „https://inspekty.pl/permakultura-w-praktyce/.” Accessed June 25, 
2021.  
12 Ibidem. 

THE 12 

PERMACULTURE 

PRINCIPLES 

https://inspekty.pl/permakultura-w-praktyce/
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1.5. PROS AND CONS OF PERMACULTURAL FARMING. 

Permaculture allows you to live healthier than most of today's society because the 

resources used come from nature and the immediate environment, so the initial costs are 

lower, plus there is no need for large machinery or intensive work to increase the productivity 

of the land.13 The land on which permaculture is grown is very fertile because it is treated and 

nurtured naturally, using both all-natural processes and products, allowing it to self-regulate 

and even protect against disease in the long run. Permaculture helps the personal economy 

of those who follow this lifestyle, as expenses are lower, and the economy of the local area is 

stimulated. Renewable energies that are used initially may require a large investment, such 

as solar panels, but they are amortised in the long term and are a great advantage, reducing 

electricity costs and pollution. In this way, permaculture helps to raise public awareness, both 

among children and the elderly, that we need to look after the planet, that we are not its only 

inhabitants and that this can be done by improving many aspects of our quality of life.14 

On the other hand, there are also disadvantages of permaculture, but it can be considered 

few compared to the advantages. The main disadvantages of permaculture include 

production, which is lower so it does not contribute to feeding those who live in areas where 

it cannot be easily produced. In addition, this technique requires much more time, dedication 

and labour than other forms of food cultivation and energy production, so that the consumer, 

although local, pays a higher price than for processed and industrialised products. This is 

because the quantity is smaller and therefore the costs are higher. Last but not least, although 

tried to the maximum, it is difficult to ensure 100% that the crop is completely natural and 

organic, because nowadays transgenic crops are very extensive and seeds move through the 

medium by wind and water, so that there may be 'contaminated' natural crops with 

transgenic crosses.15 

13 milanospettacoli.com; Czym jest permakultura: zalety i wady „https://pl.milanospettacoli.com/czym-jest-

permakultura-zalety-i-wady.” Accessed June 25, 2021.  
14 Ibidem. 
15 Ibidem. 

https://pl.milanospettacoli.com/czym-jest-permakultura-zalety-i-wady
https://pl.milanospettacoli.com/czym-jest-permakultura-zalety-i-wady
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